
E-Rate 16 RFP Q&A5 

1. Voice equipment will need to be installed at a central location. What location is OUSD 
planning on using to house voice application servers and associated equipment? Will 
racks, PDUs, cabling, power, and adequate air conditioning be provided by the district 
for this equipment? 

The Call Manager/Unitity Connector will be located in VM and able to switch 
between data center and hot site through Netapp SnapMirror. Host of the VM is 
Cisco UCS B200, Storage will be Netapp, cable provided by vendor. 
Power/Racks/AC will be provided by district. 

2. The bid specifies the use of Cisco UCS B-Series chassis. Per Cisco voice design 
requirements, external SAN storage will be required for the B-Series servers. Is OUSD 
planning on using an existing storage system for the voice applications? Or, will the 
bidder be required to provide disk storage as part of the solution? 

Bidders will provide the disk storage solution in the Data Center and Hot Site 

3. If the district requires the bidder to use or upgrade an existing storage system, please 
provide the following technical details on the storage array: 

 Manufacturer and model number, number of drives and drive types in the storage 
array 

Netapp FAS (latest model) – Currently we are using FAS 3160. 

 Amount of available storage in Gigabytes and RAID types in use 

Around 3 TB. 

 Number of DAEs installed in the storage array 

Existing 2 x Enclosure. One is SAS and another one is SATA. 

 Does the storage array support FC connectivity? 

Yes. 

 Make and model of SAN switches that will be used to connect to the storage 
array. 

Use the MDS latest model. Currently, we are using Cisco MDS 9124. 

4. During our sitewalks, there were several areas that were inaccessible as well old 
inaccurate diagrams. OUSD Staff stated that up to date maps as well as a final 



classroom and IDF count for each school would be provided. Is that information still 
going to be provided? 

The Classroom Count will be sent to the Pre-Bid meeting group. 

5. There were 2 schools in Group 2 that had CDF's in every other classroom. Are we to 
recable these schools to the current OUSD standard? Please answer Yes or No 

Based on the RFP specification, please cable CDF to MDF. 
 
6. There was schools in Group 2 that still had Cat 5 and Cat 5e. Are we to recable these 
schools to the current OUSD standard? Please answer Yes or No 

Based on the RFP specification, please cable with CAT 6 cable specification in 
the RFP. 

7. We were shown only IDF for La Esquiita during the Walk. Can you confirm that this is 
the only IDF that feeds the whole school. If not can you give us the total IDF for the 
school. 

The La Escuelita has a MDF and 4 IDFs. 

8. Will Met West’s IDF home run to the Data Center or have its own separate circuit? 

The Metwest has its own circuit. 

9. The RFP is not totally clear on the scope as it relates to cabling. Is the district 
intention to remove and replace ALL existing cable in a typical campus or Add more 
cable to meet the new district Standard. We will appreciate a YES remove and replace 
or NO Add to the existing cable answer. 

Group 1 -  New cables. 

Group 2 – Test (recertify), repair, and add new wiring where applicable to meet all 
cable standards. 

10. How many strands of the single mode is required for B2B connections?  

12 strands for Elementary schools. 24 strand fiber for Middle schools and High 
schools. Multi-mode fiber cables for within the building connections. Single-mode 
fiber cables for building to building connections. 

11. When are receiving the drawings for Stonehurst CDC, Laurel CDC, Met West High. 

The floor plans have been sent to the Pre-Bid meeting group. 



11a. Scope of Work “E” for Group 2 calls for Test (recertify), repair, and add new 
wiring where applicable to meet all cable standards. For cable do you refer only to 
UTP cable or to fiber cable too? 

Based on the RFP specification, the UTP cable and the fiber cable. 

11b. During walks we noticed that some schools have existing and operating 
wireless bridges to link IDFs to MDF, there were some IDF swith fiber not home run 
to MDF and finally some aerial fibers. If fiber cable is being considered, then should 
we upgrade fiber infrastructure as per District standard which means? 

Yes, upgrade fiber infrastructure as per District standard.  

- Replace wireless bridges by trenching and underground fiber. 

Yes. 

- Making sure all IDF fibers are home run to MDF. 

Yes. 

- Replace aerial fibers by trenching and underground fiber. 

Yes. 

12. Please be specific or provide details for what Scope of Work “V” for both groups 
mean. 

V – Add new or update existing Unified Communications equipment based 
on the bid specs to provide a business resilient 21st Century Classroom 
Collaboration solution. 

13. USAC-SLD Eligible Services List E-RATE Year 2013 Page 18 lists End-user 
telephone sets as ineligible end-user equipment, do we exclude VoIP phones out 
of this RFP? 

Exclude VOIP phones out of this RFP. 

14. Answer to 3750X question #29 for Q&A 4 was “In a Catalyst 3750X stack, we 
want 2 of the Catalyst 3750X switches to each have 1 C3KX-NM-10G= to 
connect to the uplink switch via 10G connectivity”. Do you mean that every 
MDF/IDF should have a minimum of two 3750X with one C3KX-NM-10G= each? 

If the MDF/IDF requires only one 3750x switch, then you only need one 10G 
module. 



15. In case of an MDF/IDF with less than 48 cables, do you still want that stack 
configuration of two 3750X with one C3KX-NM-10G= each, or just one 3750X 
with one C3KX-NM-10G=? 

It just needs one 3750X with one C3KX-NM-10G. 

16. Are Health Centers located in both Groups to be considered for this RFP? 

No. 

17. 1) In a previous RFI you stated that we can re-use existing raceway as long as 
we did not exceed the capacity. My question was regarding the wiremold in the 
classrooms specifically. We read the specs and it says that we are to supply 36’ 
of metal raceway in classrooms. What we are asking is, If the classroom has 26 
feet of metal wiremold existing in it, is it ok to just add an additional 10’ of metal 
raceway to it for a total of 36’ or do we need to supply all 36’ new.  

Yes. It is ok to add an additional 10’ of metal raceway to it for a total of 36’. 

18.  We want to make you aware that when we walked the schools inGroup 1, we 
looked at all of the existing cables to the classrooms. We saw that all the existing 
cables were CAT 6 cables (which meets the standard) and appeared to be rather 
newly installed. InGroup 1 specs it reads, “Rewire site with NEW cables to MDF, 
IDF standard.” Here lies the question. Most of the classrooms have 8 existing 
cat6 cables already existing in them (which meets the spec standard). The 
specification says “we are to supply 15 new” to each classroom. Can we add 7 
more cables (to the already existing 8) in those classrooms to meet the 15 new 
standard required, or do we have to demo out the 7 cables and supply all 15 
new? 

No, take out the existing cables and install 15 new CAT 6 cables. 


